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ABSTRACT 

An investigation is performed to determine the res¬ 

ponse of yielding two-story frames subjected to a white 

noise ground acceleration. Column stiffnesses of the 

structural model exhibit a bilinear hysteretic behavior. 

Empirical data for general yielding systems is obtained 

by a numerical integration procedure which measures mean 

square displacement and velocity values at each floor level 

of the structural model. Results are compatible with 

known data for linear and nonlinear single degree of 

freedom systems. Attempts at analytical solutions are 

limited to two-story frames in which only the first floor 

yields. The first theoretical solution attempts to pre¬ 

dict the behavior of a nonlinear system by modifying stiff¬ 

ness and damping characteristics and studying the resulting 

system as a linear model. It is found that interstory mean 

square response is underpredicted with this procedure. The 

second analytic approach defines an equivalent linear 

system by matching its response parameters with those obtained 

from numerical results and calculating frequencies and 

mode shapes of that equivalent system. Results from this 

interpretive approach indicate that for systems for which 

the second slope of the bilinear stiffness relation is 

a small percentage of the initial slope, a linear system 

which exhibits the same mean square response levels as the 

original yielding system does not exist. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The dynamic behavior of a structure which exhibits 

yielding in one or more of its members is an important 

problem arising in the study of damage or collapse capa¬ 

bilities of structures under extreme loading conditions 

such as major earthquakes or hurricanes. Due to these in¬ 

herent nonlinearities, exact analytical solutions are 

difficult to formulate since many approaches to solutions 

of linear systems, such as modal superposition methods, can¬ 

not be applied to a nonlinear case. For certain classes of 

nonlinear systems, however, approximate analytic studies 

can be performed. Those methods which relate to the approach 

taken in this work are briefly reviewed. 

The systems under consideration are models representing 

a shear-building type of structure in which the column 

stiffnesses have a bilinear hysteretic force-deflection 

relationship (See fig. 1). While very little work has been 

done on multi-degree of freedom systems, the single degree 

of freedom system of this type has been studied extensively. 

Among the methods used in these studies are the methods of 

equivalent linearization (5) (8), power balance (9), and use 

of the Fokker-Plank equation (1). While each of these 

methods requires that certain assumptions be made, the gen¬ 

eral behavior of single degree of freedom bilinear hystere¬ 

tic oscillators has been demonstrated consistently. 
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Equivalent linearization is the method in which the 

response of a yielding system is related to that of a linear 

system. In general the governing equation for a nonlinear 

system can be written: 

Y + Q(Y,Y) = P(t) 

in which Q is some nonlinear function of displacement 

and velocity. In the case of a bilinear hysteretic system 

the damping term is assumed to be linear with respect to 

velocity. However, the hysteretic nature of the stiffness 

term makes it a function of both displacement and velocity. 

Since the stiffness value depends on displacement at some 

previous time, or, in other words, the direction of motion, 

the restoring force will depend on velocity as well as dis¬ 

placement. 

For a linear system the equation of motion can be 

expressed: 

X + 2Q ü) X + w2X = P(t) 
e e e 

By choosing $e and we, the response X(t) is made to be 

equivalent to»Y(t) in the nonlinear case, though the exact 

criteria for equivalence between the two cases cannot be 

clearly defined. The approach taken by Caughey(5) is to 

minimize the expected value of the difference between the 
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linear and nonlinear cases using the zeroth and first order 

terms of the equation of motion. In equation form: 

= E{(Q(Y,Y) - 28 wX - w2X)2} 
G G c c c 

By minimizing f {^co ) with respect to 3 and œ , 

expressions for these equivalent damping and frequency terms 

may be found. 

The approach taken in the power balance method is to 

equate the energy added to the system, by a given form of 

excitation, to the energy dissipated in the system by 

yielding and by damping. Of course this idea is valid only 

after the system has reached a steady state response level, 

and it can be assumed that the energy level remains con¬ 

stant. Takemiya and Lutes (14) proved the equivalence of the 

power balance and equivalent linearization techniques as 

methods of equating energy levels in systems. 

The Fokker-Plank approach treats the displacement 

and velocity of a coordinate of a system as a Markov vector. 

While the Fokker-Plank equation can be derived in general 

terms, solutions have been found for only a few special 

cases (11). Asano (2) attempts to use the Fokker-Plank 

equation for solution of single and multi-degree of freedom 

systems. However, this study is limited to systems in 

which the post yielding stiffness is the only variable. 



Since this approach does not consider variations in the 

yield level of the column stiffness, it is not directly 

comparable to the other theories discussed. 

Very little has been reported on applying these con¬ 

cepts to multi-degree of freedom systems. Barber and Wen 

(3) develop a method of linearization applicable to multi¬ 

degree of freedom systems in which elements of a model are 

replaced by linear elements whose stiffness and damping 

characteristics are calculated based on structural ducti¬ 

lity. Linear analysis is then performed to determine maxi¬ 

mum response values of the nonlinear system. 'While the idea 

of replacing nonlinear elements with linear elements is 

similar to the approach taken in chapter 4 of this work, 

the relationship between the linear and nonlinear elements 

are based on matching energy levels rather than the ducti¬ 

lity factors as reported by Barber and Wen. 

1.2 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES 

There are two basic objectives in this thesis. The first 

is to obtain empirical data on the response of nonlinear 

multi-degree of freedom systems subjected to random excita¬ 

tion using a numerical integration procedure. The response 

characteristics studied are the stationary mean square value 

of displacement and velocity of the mass at each floor level 
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of the structural model. A computer program is described 

in chapter 2 which calculates these quantities based on 

time histories of response. 

The second objective is to develop a theoretical 

approach to the analysis of nonlinear structures. For this 

work the two degree of freedom system shown in fig. 2 is 

used most extensively. The column stiffness of the first 

floor is the only one allowed to yield, having a pre¬ 

yielding stiffness of unity and a post-yielding stiffness 

less than one. A bilinear hysteretic characteristic of the 

stiffness is also assumed. The second floor stiffness is 

taken as unity and the masses as indicated. 

Two approaches are taken to the theoretical solution 

of this problem. The first is an attempt to predict the non¬ 

linear behavior of the system under study. By modifying 

the stiffness and damping characteristics of the structure, 

a new system is created whose linear response is compared 

to that of the original system. 

While the first method attempts to predict behavior 

of a given system, the second approach is an attempt to 

interpret directly the results of the numerical solution. 

A linear system is found by matching response characteris¬ 

tics obtained from the numerical solution to those of a 

general linear structure. Thus, in this approach, a system 
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is found from a given response while the other method 

determines response of a given system. The predictive 

method is discussed in chapter 3 with the interpretive 

approach following in chapter 4. 



2. DEVELOPMENT OF EMPIRICAL DATA 

In order to determine the accuracy of theoretical 

solutions, the response of yielding multi-degree of freedom 

systems is computed by a step-by-step integration procedure. 

By creating time histories of response, desired response 

characteristics, such as mean square displacements of floor 

levels, can be determined. These mean square values are 

calculated from time averages taken during the time historié 

created. Thus, it is assumed that the response random pro¬ 

cess is ergodic, allowing these values to be determined 

from sufficiently long time histories. This data is used 

as a basis for determining the validity of more theoreti¬ 

cal approaches to the problem. 

The integration procedure used for this purpose is the 

Wilson Theta method (15) for calculating response of non¬ 

linear systems. This method is based on two assumptions. 

It first assumes that the acceleration of geometric coordi¬ 

nates is linear during a small time step. By making this 

assumption, the velocity and displacement quantities at the 

beginning and end of a time interval can be related based 

on the applied forces and structural properties (mass, 

stiffness and damping matrices) directly. This procedure 

also assumes that the characteristics of the structural 

elements remain constant only within a time step and not 

necessarily between steps. Thus, by changing these pro¬ 

perties from one time increment to the next, the nonlinear 



behavior of a system is approximated. Details of the 

development of this procedure are presented in Appendix I. 

The computer program listed in Appendix II is based on 

the Wilson Theta method previously discussed. While 

accuracy of the method is discussed in Ref. 15, these 

results do not include response to a random excitation. 

Thus initial testing of the computer program included not 

only response to harmonic excitations, but also response 

of both linear and nonlinear single degree of freedom sys¬ 

tems to random excitation. 

The exact analytic solution of a multi-degree of free¬ 

dom system subject to an harmonic ground acceleration is 

given in Appendix III. Linear systems were analyzed by thi 

exact method and by Wilson's numerical method. Effect of 

step size on amplitude and period variations were found to 

be consistent with results by Wilson (15). 

A study was performed to determine the effect of 

assuming a tridiagonal damping matrix for systems with a 

larger number of degrees of freedom. Tridiagonalizing the 

damping matrix in this way would significantly reduce com¬ 

putational effort at each integration step, since the solu¬ 

tion for a tridiagonal system is much faster than that for 

a full matrix. In order to test this assumption, time 

histories of response of a five story structure subjected 
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to harmonic ground acceleration were calculated assuming 

both a tridiagonal and a full damping matrix. The ampli¬ 

tudes of oscillation at each floor level were then compared 

with exact values. For long time spans, which are necessary 

to obtain accurate averages of response in a random situa¬ 

tion, there were significant differences in the response, 

and, thus, the full damping matrix is necessary for systems 

with many degrees of freedom. This is not a significant 

factor in this study since systems of not more than two 

degrees of freedom are considered. 

The next step in the development of the computer 

program is the generation of random ground acceleration. In 

this analysis the excitation is taken to be a "white noise" 

excitation-a signal whose power spectral density is con¬ 

stant for all frequencies. Among the various methods for 

digitally simulating a white noise signal, the three methods 

described by Lutes and Shah (12) are chosen because of 

their ease of application to the numerical solution. These 

are described as the ramp, step and pulse type approxima¬ 

tions, referring to the shape of the acceleration trace in 

each case. Table 1 shows a comparison of the simulated 

velocity and displacement quantities to the theoretical 

values in a linear case derived from: 

IT S 
E{X2 } =    



The results indicate that all three types of approxi¬ 

mations agree with theory - the accuracy generally impro¬ 

ving with longer time histories. 

While the linear case shows little difference among 

the three types of approximations, in the nonlinear case 

the pulse type approximation is much more accurate in pre¬ 

dicting mean square levels of response. Results from 

numerical integrations are compared with data from Iwan 

and Lutes (12) in fig. 3 through fig. 6. In each case the 

pulse type approximation more closely agreed with previous 

results for mean square velocity and displacement for a 

single degree of freedom system. 

Because of the' better performance of the pulse method 

in the single degree of freedom case, it is the only method 

used in all subsequent calculations for the two degree of 

freedom system. More details about the use of the pulse 

type approximation are given below. 

The white noise characteristic*of ground accelera¬ 

tion can be approximated if the acceleration is taken as a 

series of Dirac delta functions at uniformly spaced inter¬ 

vals. These intervals are taken as some multiple of the 
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step size in the integration process. The magnitude of 

each pulse is a normally distributed random variable. The 

relationship between the pulse magnitude and the power 

spectral density of the process is: 

E{A2} 
So = 2 ire 

where E{A2} = a2 = variance of the random amplitude, and 

c = time interval between pulses. 

For structural systems, an impulse force will cause an 

instantaneous change in the velocity of a given mass 

according to the impulse-momentum relationship. In this 

case, for a given floor level i, this relationship can be 

written: 

nu<5(t) = m^v(t+e) - m^v(t) 

Letting e-»-0, the instantaneous change in velocity is 

found to be the amplitude of the acceleration pulse. 

A problem arises in taking time averages of velocity 

when this method is used. If the velocities are averaged 

before the pulse is applied, the resultant value will be 

below the true value. However, if the velocities are 

averaged after the pulse is applied, the resultant value 

will be greater than the true value. In order to decrease 

this error, one-half of the change in velocity is applied 
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just before the values are averaged with the other half 

applied before continuing with the integration procedure. 

This effect can be seen in figs. 7 and 8 in which the mean 

square velocities calculated using this "half-and-half" 

procedure are closer to the theoretical values. A linear 

single degree of freedom system is used in these compari¬ 

sons. 

Another point to consider is the effect of the length 

of the time increment with respect to the step size of the 

integration procedure. Fig. 9 shows a system in which the 

acceleration pulse is applied for various multiples of the 

integration time step. While definite conclusions are 

difficult to determine, the accuracy of the method seems 

to decrease as the pulse time increment grows larger. In 

order to be consistent, in each case of a two degree of 

freedom system, an acceleration pulse is applied every 

fourth integration step. This reduces computational effort 

without decreasing accuracy significantly. 

With this the evaluation of the numerical procedure 

is complete and data for two degree of freedom yielding 

systems can be obtained. Figs. 10 through 17 present data 

relating to the theoretical approaches described in the 

next chapters. Figs. 18 through 20 give mean square 

response data for two floor systems in which only the top 

floor yields, while figs. 21 through 23 show the same 



response quantities for a system in which both floors 

yield at the same level. These are included merely to 

present the data obtained, and no attempt is made to 

relate the results to any theory. 



3. MODIFIED LINEAR MODEL 

The first approach to the study of a yielding two 

degree of freedom system involves the modification of ele¬ 

ments of' the structural model to account for nonlinear 

behavior. For the case of the two story system in which 

only the first level exhibits nonlinear stiffness charac¬ 

teristics, the intent is to change the stiffness and 

damping of the first level of the yielding system in such 

a manner that if the modified system is analyzed as a 

linear structure, it will have the same response charac¬ 

teristics as the original yielding system. 

There are two major assumptions associated with this 

procedure. The first is to assume that the effects of a 

yielding first floor, particularly as it relates to second 

story and interstory response, can be completely determined 

by changing the stiffness and damping of the first floor 

only. Assuming this to be true, it is still necessary to 

determine the relationships between the modified and ori¬ 

ginal parameters, knowing that this relationship depends 

on the characteristics of the bilinear restoring force as 

well as other structural properties. 

This leads to the second major assumption. The rela¬ 

tionship between the original and modified stiffness and 

damping for the first level is presumed to be the same as 

that for a single degree of freedom system. The validity 



of these assumptions is discussed later with reference 

to results obtained. 
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Takemiya and Lutes (14) derived the necessary rela¬ 

tionships between a linear and nonlinear system by consi¬ 

dering a generalized power balance method. An expression 

derived by equating energy dissipation terms of a yielding 

system and a linear system is given by: 

f 41 ♦ fil 

4. 

(l-a) /â 77 erfc 
Y 1 _ ü' 

UJ UJ 
1 ^ 9 a 

where N (2Vo> 
h 

(3-2) 

Note this equation relates not only structural properties, 

but also yield deflection Y, second slope of the bilinear 

stiffness a, intensity of excitation SQ, and root mean 

square level of response. 

An approximation for the ratio of the average frequency 

of the yielding system to that of the linear system is also 

given as: 

h) 2 
X i (l-a)exp (3-3) 

With the assumption that the masses do not change, and 

noting that = k/m for a single degree of freedom system, 
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equation 3-3 directly gives the ratio of the modified 

linear stiffness to the original stiffness as: 

k 

k 
e_ 

o 
1 (1-a)exp Y2' 

2a2 
(3-4) 

By using the relationships: 

CQ = (3-5) 

its 
a2 =  - (3-6) 

2So“o 

equations 3-1 and 3-2 can be manipulated to determine the 

ratio of the modified damping term to the original damping 

term: 

1 + 
1 lk 
 o 

/2Î S0 ke 

Y 
(1-a)/a — erfc 

a 
(3-7) 

Thus, given the properties of the yielding two story 

structure, a modified structure can be found using equa¬ 

tions 3-4 and 3-7. Note that in going from one to two 

degrees of freedom, the value of a2 in equation 3-4 is 

taken to be the first floor mean square displacement, while 

in equation 3-7, the damping ratio is taken to be the 

same in both modes of the two floor system. A linear analy¬ 

sis is then made on the modified system to determine its 
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response. 

The method of modal superposition is used to analyze 

the modified linear system. However, a difficulty must 

be overcome before this method can be used. In the original 

system, damping ratios are assumed values, thus assuming 

the generalized damping matrix to be diagonal and uncoupling 

the equations of motion. This will not be true after the 

stiffness and damping terms are changed. For the system 

shown in fig. 2, the equations of motion can be written: 

MX + CX + KX = - M Z (3—8 ) 

Using the modal transformation: 

X = $ Y (3-9) 

this system of equations can be written: 

M Y + r Ÿ + A Y = - $TM Z (3-10) 

in which the generalized mass and stiffness matrices are 

diagonal. However, it is necessary to convert the T 

matrix to a diagonal matrix to allow the equations to 

become uncoupled. 

One solution to this problem requires that a 
* 

diagonal generalized damping matrix (T ) be calculated 
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based on equating the energy dissipated by the system with 

a full damping matrix to that of the uncoupled system (4). 

Letting 

(3-11) 

equation 3-10 can be rewritten: 

* 
Y Y Y 0 
11 1 2 

* 
1 

T = * 
Y Y 0 Y 2 1 2 2 2 

miYi + <YilYl + Yi2Y2> + XiYi = Gi 1=1'2 (3*12> 

while the desired equation can be written: 

m.Y. + y?Y. + X.Y. = G. 
il 'll li l 

i»l,2 (3-13) 

Considering again only steady state solutions, the 

expected value of the energy dissipated in equations 3-12 

and 3-13 can be equated: 

Yii E{Yi} + y12 E{Y1Y2} = Yi 1=1,2 (3"14) 

• • 

The r matrix and all terms, EtY^^}, can calculated from 

the system properties. (See Appendix V for the derivation 
• • 

of the cross-correlation function for velocity, EtYj^}.) 
* 

Once have been determined, the solution of equations 

3-13 can proceed normally. Appendix VI gives the details 

of each step in this solution. 
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This modified linear model procedure was performed 

on the structure in fig. 2 for the cases: 

These results are plotted along with the results obtained 

from the numerical integration procedure of Chapter 2 

(Figs. 10, 11 and 12, respectively). 

For the cases I and II, the theoretical results agree 

with the numerical data in predicting the mean square res¬ 

ponse of the first floor level. This is expected since 

the theory applies directly on the effects of nonlineari¬ 

ties in the first floor by changing first floor properties. 

The plot for case III shows some discrepancies in first 

floor response. However, the results reported by 

Takemiya and Lutes (14) indicate for larger values of the 

second slope of the bilinear stiffness, the theoretical 

results varied to a larger extent from known values. The 

overestimation of displacement response can be attributed 

to the fact that equation 3-3 underestimates the average 

frequency, which is defined as: 

I $ = 0.05 , a = 0.1 

II 3 = 0.01 , a = 0.1 

III B * 0.05 , a = 0.5 

E{X2 } 

E{X2} 
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Thus the difference in this case can be attributed to the 

basic theory used. 

The important test of this procedure concerns the 

accuracy of the predicted interstory response while only the 

stiffness and damping characteristics of the first floor are 

modified. Figs. 10 and 11 indicate that this is not the 

case even when the first level response is successfully 

predicted. In each case the theory underestimates the 

interfloor mean square response. This is partly due to the 

fact that the response calculated by modal superposition is 

dominated by the first mode, even for the interstory dis¬ 

placement response. That this is true can be seen from the 

data obtained as follows. 

★ 
In the calculation of the T matrix, the damping 

ratio of the second mode is increased sharply. However, 

calculations made using the original T matrix, diagonalized 

simply by ignoring the off-diagonal terms, indicate the 

resulting reduction in second mode damping causes little 

change in either first floor or interstory response. This 

proves a very small contribution by the second mode. 

Furthermore, it can be observed (Fig. 13) that as the 

yield level decreases, the fundamental natural frequency 

drops more drastically than the second mode frequency. Thus 

in evaluating the modal mean square response: 
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E{ïi) ’ 2ÎTïf 

the first mode will become dominant as yield level decreases. 

At this point it is still uncertain whether the second 

story response is underpredicted due to predicting too little 

second mode response, or due to predicting the first mode 

shape incorrectly (too little second floor displacement in 

the first mode). The cross-correlation function of story 

displacement ( E{X^(X2~X^)} ) is a measurement which would 

enable the two effects to be distinguished. If the predicted 

cross-correlation is greater than the actual values, lack of 

second mode would be indicated, while an incorrect first mode 

shape would cause the cross-correlation to be less than the 

true values. As indicated on figs. 10 through 12, the pre¬ 

dicted and actual cross-correlation of floor displacements 

are virtually the same, implying a combination of these two 

effects is causing the interstory response to be low. 

Concluding that this particular modification proce¬ 

dure does not create a linear system whose response charac¬ 

teristics accurately predict those of a nonlinear system, the 

next chapter will describe an attempt to force these 

response values to be the same, and, from this, a linear 

system will be derived. 



4. EQUIVALENT MODAL ANALYSIS 

A method is derived by which a linear system that is 

"equivalent” to a nonlinear system is determined by matching 

modal response values of velocity and displacement to the 

corresponding values of a nonlinear system. The purpose 

of this approach is to give some intuitive feel for the 

behavior of a two degree of freedom system. 

In a linear system with two natural modes, the response 

of each mode can be written: 

Mode 1: A 

Mode 2 : B 

where 

[1l > À 

l$J are t*ie mo<^e shapes and A and B are the 
participation factors. If it is assumed that A and B are 

independent (E{AB) = 0) and with mean zero, the following 

relations can be derived: 

a 2 2 
E{X!} = E{A } + E{B } 

2 2 2 2 2 
E{X2} = a E{A } + 3 E{B } 

.2 22 22 
E{X j } = aiiE{A } + ü)2E{B } 

.2 222 222 (4-1) 
E{X2} = Ula E{A } + a)2$ E{B } 

E{XXX2} = ctE{A
2} + 3E{B2} 

• • 2 2 2 2 
E{XaX2} = WlaE{A } + a)23E{B } 
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where the average modal frequencies are defined by: 

2 

0)X 

• 2 
E{A^> 

E{AZ} 
and 

2 

0)2 

• 2 
E{B } 

E{B2} 
(4-2) 

The quantities on the left of equations 4-1 are 

considered to be known quantities as they are the result 

of a numerical analysis of a nonlinear system. Thus equations 

4-1 are a set of six simultaneous equations with six 
2 2 

unknown quantities a, 8, o)j, o)2, E{A }, E{B }. A closed 

form solution can be obtained and is given in Appendix IV. 

Given the response quantities for mean square velocities and 

displacements, a linear system can be calculated whose mean 

squared response to a given excitation is the same as for 

the nonlinear system. 

Fig. 14 shows the frequencies and mode shapes obtained 

from the equivalent system analysis, plotted against the 

yield level of a nonlinear structure in which the second 

slope is 0.5. The fundamental frequency decreases as yield 

level decreases, as would be expected from behavior of 

single degree of freedom systems. The second mode shape 

and frequency vary more dramatically than the corresponding 

values of the first mode. 

The case of a yielding system whose second slope is 

more nearly flat is shown in fig. 15.. For a low yield 

level the fundamental frequency can be seen to approach 
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zero while both mode shape parameters become positive. 

Thus a classical two degree of freedom system cannot be 

generated which would satisfy orthogonality conditions 

(excluding any ideas of negative mass in the structure). 

This behavior is not evident in the previous case for 

larger values of the second slope parameter. 

A further complication arises in the area between the 

"normal" behavior at high yield levels and the unusual 

behavior at lower yield levels. For yield levels around 

3.0 the results are inconsistent due to two difficulties. 

The first problem is the inherent sensitivity of the solution 

of equations 4-1 in this region. Figs. 16 and 17 demon¬ 

strate the second difficulty in this region. The mean 

displacement of the floor levels are significantly greater 

than zero, violating one of the basic assumptions of the 

approach. Because of infrequent yielding events, as 

shown in fig. 17, a time history of much longer duration is 

necessary before displacements could possibly average to 

zero. Fig. 16 shows mean first floor displacement over a 

much longer time period than used in other cases and yet 

there is still no assurance of zero mean displacements. 

Because of these problems, this approach is not suitable 

for study of two degree of freedom yielding systems. Rather, 

the results indicate for the class of structures whose 

post-yielding stiffness is significantly lower than the 
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pre-yielding stiffness, there does not exist a linear 

system with modal responses which are both independent and 

equivalent to those of the nonlinear system. This conclusion 

indicates that any predictive approach of the type des¬ 

cribed in chapter 3 cannot accurately predict nonlinear 

behavior. 



5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Two theoretical methods for analyzing the response of 

a two degree of freedom structure in which the first floor 

exhibits a bilinear hysteretic stiffness are presented. In 

order to determine the accuracy of either of these methods, 

a timewise step-by-step integration procedure is developed 

which generates time histories of response and thereby 

calculates mean square levels of response. In each case 

the system is subjected to a white noise ground acceleration. 

Accuracy of numerical techniques is tested by comparison 

of single degree of freedom linear and nonlinear systems to 

known values. 

The modified linear system method attempts to predict 

the behavior of the nonlinear system by studying the linear 

response of the original structure after changes in struc¬ 

tural properties are made to account for nonlinearities. 

The modifications performed are based on relationships 

derived for a single degree of freedom system. Thus a 

relationship between the linear and nonlinear systems is 

assumed, and the predicted response is compared to the 

empirical data obtained by numerical methods. 

The equivalent linear system analysis attempts to 

match response levels of the nonlinear case to those of an 

unknown linear system. Properties of the linear system, 

such as natural frequencies and mode shapes, can then be 
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calculated with the intent to correlate the linear and 

nonlinear systems. Thus, this procedure is an "interpre¬ 

tation" approach whereas the modified linear model method 

is a "prediction" approach. 

Modified to account for random excitation, the numeri¬ 

cal technique produces results which are consistent with 

known behavior of single degree of freedom systems. 

Neither the equivalent modal method nor the modified linear 

model method were successful in relating a yielding system 

to a corresponding linear system. The modified linear 

model analysis was able to predict response levels of the 

first floor for the case of a small second slope in the 

bilinear stiffness relationship. However, this method under¬ 

estimates the contribution of the second mode to the 

response and, thus, it is unable to accurately predict the 

reaction of the second level. The failure of the equivalent 

modal method indicates there are no reasonable linear 

structures whose response levels are equivalent to those 

of the corresponding yielding structure under the assump¬ 

tions made. 



6. NOMENCLATURE 

a second slope of bilinear stiffness 

A participation of mode 1 

B participation of mode 2 

c time interval 

Cg damping in equivalent (modified) system 

CQ damping in original system 

fQ force due to damping 

fj inertial force 

fg stiffness force 

F vector of forces 

G generalized force 

k stiffness 

K stiffness matrix 
A* 

K static incremental-equilibrium stiffness matrix 

m^ mass of a given floor level 

M mass matrix 

M generalized mass matrix 

p external load 

P load vector 

Q function of restoring force 

R stationary autocorrelation function 

SQ power spectral density of ground acceleration 

S generalized power spectral density function 

t time 

v velocity of floor level 

28 
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x displacement of floor level 

X floor displacement random process 

Y generalized coordinate 

Z ground acceleration 

a normalized first mode coordinate 

$ normalized second mode coordinate 

$e damping ratio of equivalent system 

T generalized damping matrix 

Y element of generalized damping matrix 

6 Dirac delta function 

A generalized stiffness matrix 

X element of generalized stiffness matrix 

a RMS of first floor displacement of linear structure 
X 1 

a RMS of interstory displacement of linear structure 
X2 

T dummy time coordinate 

$ modal transformation matrix 

<j) autocorrelation function, mode shape vector 

Ç damping ratio 

wo circular natural frequency of linear system 

U circular natural frequency of nonlinear system 
X 
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m. c2 

SSXXXXXXSS-^J 
c. 

\\\\\W 

Masses: mx = 0.585785 m2 = %mi = 0.292893 

Pre-yield Stiffness: kx = k2 = 1.0 

Natural Frequencies: = 1.000 w2 = 2.414 

1 
- 

1 
Mode Shapes: Mode 1: Mode 2 : 

1.414 -1.414 

Two Degree of Freedom Structural Model 

Fig. 2 
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Length of 
Time History 

(secs) 
e 

40 80 160 

(Exact) 

*so 

2eo“o 

Type of 
Approx, 
for White 
Noise 

0.05 43 86 89 100 

0.10 55 47 41 50 Ramp 

0.20 21 20 24 25 

0.05 50 93 97 100 

0.10 60 53 46 50 Step 

0.20 29 25 24 29 

0.05 147 131 101 100 

0.10 58 46 45 50 Pulse 

0.20 23 22 25 25 

Comparison of Numerical Results and Theoretical 

Values for Mean Square Velocities 

of a Linear Oscillator 

Table 1 
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Modified Linear Model I. 
2 * 

E{Xx} 

Response Parameters II. E{(X2-Xx)
2}* 

a = 0.1, £ - 0.01 III. E{X! (Xz-XJ}* 



2 * 
Modified Linear Model I. E{Xi} 

- „ * 
Response Parameters II. E{(X2-XI)

2
} 

a « 0.5, g = 0.05 III. E{XX(X2-XI)} 

I   1 1 1 H 
0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 

Y/(o )o A 1 Fig. 12 
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Mean Square Response Data 

Top Floor Yield 

a = 0.01, g » 0.Q5 

Y/(a„ )o x2 Fig. 18 



Mean Square Response Data 

Top Floor Yield 

a = 0.5, £ = 0.05 

V<aX2>. 
Fiq. 19 



Mean Square Response Data 

Top Floor Yield 

a = 0 « 9, g =0.05 

Y/(ax )o A 1 Fig. 20 



Mean Square Response Data 

Both Floors Yield 

a = 0.01, g = 0.05 

100 ■ 

50 • 

10 

5 - 

1 • 

0.5” 

* 
Normalized to linear 
system values. 

0.1 

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0 5.0 

Y/(cr )o 
* 1 Fiq. 21 



Mean Square Response Data 

Both Floors Yield 

a = 0.5, ? = 0.05 

Y/(°Xl>. 
Fiq. 22 



Mean Square Response Data 

Both Floors Yield 

a = 0.9/ g » 0.05 

Y/(a )o 
** 1 Fig. 23 



APPENDIX I 

Wilson's Theta Method (14) 

Wilson's variation of a linear acceleration method is 

a step-by-step integration procedure in which the response 

of a system at the end of a time interval is calculated 

from known conditions at the beginning of that interval 

coupled with the assumption that accelerations vary linearly 

between chosen instants of time. After deriving the expres¬ 

sions of the linear acceleration approach for a single 

degree of freedom system, similar expressions for multi¬ 

degree of freedom systems are developed. 

Consider a system acted upon by an external force p(t). 

Equilibrium of inertial, damping and stiffness forces with 

the external load at any time t can be expressed: 

fI () + fD(
fc) + f

s(
fc) “ P(t) (1-1) 

Subtracting this expression from that for a time t+At: 

fj(t+At) + fD(t+At) + fg(t+At) = p(t+At) 

yields the incremental form of the equation of motion: 

Afj(t) + AfD(t) + Afs(t) = Ap(t) (1-2) 

56 
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In terras of the mass, stiffness and damping properties 

of a structure, this can be written: 

mAx(t) + c(t)Ax(t) + k(t)Ax(t) = p(t+At) - p(t) (1-3) 

where it is assumed the mass of the system is not a function 

of time. 

Integration of this expression is carried out using 

the linear acceleration approximation. By assuming the 

acceleration to vary linearly from time t to t+At, expres¬ 

sions for the velocity and displacement can be derived. 

The relationship between the linear acceleration expression, 

the quadratic velocity expression and the cubic displace¬ 

ment expression can be seen in the figure below. 

x(x) = x(t) T 

t t+At 
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x(t) 

Ax (t) 

X(T) = X (t ) + X ( t ) T 
Ax T2 

At *2 

= x(t) + X (t ) t + X (t)-j 
2 

+ x(T) 
Ax T_3 

At *6 
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Expressions for increments in velocity and displacement 

are found by solving for T = At: 

Ax (t) = x (t) At + Ax(t)*^| (1-4) 

Ax (t) = x (t) At + x(t)-^^-2+ Ax(t)-^i-2 (1-5) 

By solving 1-4 for Ax(t) and substituting into 1-5, 

expressions can be obtained for Ax(t) and Ax(t) in which 

Ax(t) is the only unknown quantity on the right side of the 

equations: 

Ax (t) = Ax(t) •—— - x(t)*— - 3x(t) (1-6) 
(At)2 At 

Ax ( t) = Ax (t ) * ~ “ 3*(t) “ x(t) (1-7) 

Substituting these expressions into the original 

equation of motion (1-3) and collecting terms yields: 

K{t)•Ax(t) = Ap(t) (I-8a) 

where 

K(t) = k(t) + m*—— + • c ( t ) * (I-8a) 
(At)2 At 

and 
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Ap(t) = Ap(t) + m ££ x(t) + 3x(t) 

+ c(t) 3x(t) + x(t) (I-8c) 

Thus given initial conditions at the beginning of a 

time step, the solution of equation I-8a gives incremental 

displacements which are then substituted into equations 1-6 

and 1-7 to give incremental velocities and accelerations. 

Addition of these quantities to the initial values gives the 

state of the system at the end of the time interval. It 

should be noted, however, that the initial acceleration, 

x(t), is calculated from equilibrium conditions at the 

beginning of a time interval by: 

This is done to avoid accumulation of errors in the incre¬ 

mental-equilibrium expression arising from the basic 

approximations of linear behavior within a time interval. 

Relationships for multi-degree of freedom systems are 

completely analogous to the expressions already derived, 

with mass, stiffness, and damping matrices replacing scalar 

properties. Equation I-8a then becomes: 

»(t) = p(t) - fD(t) - fs(t) ) (1-9) 

K (t) AX (t ) = AP (t ) (1-10) 
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in which the vector AX(t) is obtained by a standard linear 

simultaneous equations solution. This increases substan¬ 

tially the amount of computational effort as the number of 

degrees of freedom increases. 

The linear acceleration method presented thus far is 

only conditionally stable. For periods of vibration less 

than 1.8 times the time increment of integration, the method 

will diverge significantly. Despite the fact that the 

lower modes of tall structures are the only ones which 

contribute significantly to the structural response, the 

much shorter periods of higher modes would restrict inte¬ 

gration intervals to unreasonably short time steps. To 

make the procedure stable in all cases, Wilson’s modifica¬ 

tion establishes extended time increments 

T = 0At (1-11) 

For a value of 0 > 1.37, the linear acceleration method 

becomes unconditionally stable. 

The relationships previously derived are made appli¬ 

cable merely by substituting t for At and solving for the 

extended incremental acceleration Ax(t). The incremental 

acceleration can then be calculated by: 

Ax (t) = Ax (t) d-12) 
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This value can then be used to determine the incremental 

velocity and displacement vectors from equations 1-4 and 

1-5 as before. 

time 



APPENDIX II 

Program Listing and Input Data Definitions 

Data Cards 

Card 1: N, TIME, THETA, STEP, DOT, PASS 

Format: 14, F8.3, F5.2, 14, 12 

Defn.: N, Number of degrees of freedom (stories) 

TIME, Total time of integration process (secs) 

THETA, Interval factor in Wilson Theta method 

STEP, Number of integration steps per period 

of fundamental mode 

DOT, Diagnostic output indicator. 

0 - None 

1 - Input data 

2 - Integration data 

3 - Natural frequencies, mode shapes and 

damping matrix 

4 - Displacements at each integration step 

Note: DOT = n also gives DOT = n-l,...,l 

PASS, First passage failure study 

0 - No study 

1 - List time history until yield event 

in every element 

Card 2: M^ 

Format: I0F8.3 (Two cards if necessary) 

Defn.: M^, Mass of each floor level starting at the 

lowest floor 

63 
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Card 3: Kl^ 

Format: 10F8.3 (Two cards if necessary) 

Defn.: Kl^ Initial slope of bilinear stiffness of 

column starting at the lowest level 

Card 4: K2i 

Format: 10F8.3 (Two cards if necessary) 

Defn.: K2^ Second slope of bilinear stiffness of 

column starting at the lowest level 

Card 5: YLDEFi 

Format: 10F8.3 (Two cards if necessary) 

Defn.: YLDEF^ Interstory deformation at which yielding 

occurs starting at the lowest level 

Card 6: PROP, ETAi (C^) 

Format: 14, 20F10. .5 

Defn.: ETA^, Damping ratios for each mode 

PROP, If PR0P=1, ETA^ values are used 

If PROP=0, C^j values are read from 

following cards with format F8.5 

cij' 
Elements of damping matrix 

Card 7: AO, TO, TYPE, ST, FST, TAR 

Format: 2F10.4, 414 

Defn.: TYPE, 1 - Harmonic ground excitation. Solution 

by modal superposition method using 

K1 values only. Output is floor dis¬ 

placements every TAR steps. 
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Card 7: (cont.) 

AO, TO 

ST, 

FST, 

2 - Harmonic ground excitation. Solution 

by Wilson Theta method. Nonlineari¬ 

ties are assumed. Output is floor dis¬ 

placements every TAR steps. 

3 - White noise approximation to ground 

excitation. Solution by Wilson Theta 

method. Output is time averages every 

TAR steps beginning after the first 

FST steps. 

Amplitude and period of ground accelera¬ 

tion when TYPE = 1 or 2. 

Standard deviation of normally distri¬ 

buted pulse amplitudes in white noise 

approximation when TYPE = 3 (TO not used) . 

An acceleration pulse is applied every 

ST integration steps. 

Response averages are computed after the 

first FST number of integration steps. 

TAR, Reports are printed every TAR integration 

steps (for any value of type). 
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Program Listing 

DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 
DIMENSION 

REAL M(20) , K1 (20) , K2(20), KB (20,20) 
INTEGER STEP, ÏLD(20),DOT,PASS.PROP, TYPE,ST,FST,TAR,YA(20),HK(20) 
DIMENSION YLDEF (20) , C(20,20), A (20,20) . PHI { 20,20) , P{20), ETA(20) 

COEF(20),E3(20) ,PD(20).BPS(20) ,3MC (20) ,DENM(20),DENP(20) 
U (20) , 0MAX(20) , PU (20), CM (20,20) 
I (20) , XX (20) ,XXX(20) ,F (20) ,PF(20) ,PHAT(20,1) 
DZH(20) , DZZZ(20) ,012(20) 

COMPLEX S (20) , 2(20,20) 
EQUIVALENCE (PHAT ( 1, 1) ,DZH(1) ) 
DIMENSION SX (20 ) ,SZZ(20) ,SZ2(20) ,TAX(20) ,TAXX(20) , TAX2 (20) , R (50) 
DIMENSION SV (20) ,TAV{20) 
DOODLE PRECISION DSEED 
DATA DSEED/974J21.000/ 
DATA PI/3.141593/ 
DATA IÏÏ,IYN/1H*,1H / 
DATA G/1.0/ 

INPUT PARAMETERS 
1 READ (5,900,END= 9999) N*TIME,THETA,STEP,DOT,PASS » 
MASSES 

READ (5,901) (M(I) ,1=1,8) 
STIFFNESSES AND YIELD DEFORMATIONS 

READ (5,901) (K1(I),1"1,N) 
R£AD(5, 901) (K2 (I) ,I* 1 ,N) 
READ (5,90 1) (ILDEF(I) ,1*1,N) 

DAMPING MATRIX 
BEAD(5, 902) PROP, (ETA (I) ,1 = 1,N) 
IP (PROP. EQ. 1) GO TO 2 
DO 3 1=1,N 

3 READ (5,903) (C (I, J) . J* 1, N) 
FORCING FUNCTION DATA 
2 READ{5,904) AO, TO, TYPE, ST, PST, TAR 

IF ( ST.EQ.0) ST*1 
IF(FST.EQ.O) FST*1 
IP(TAR.EQ.O)TAR=1 
IF(DOT.EQ.O) GO TO 4 
WRITE(6, 905) 
WRITE (6,906) 
WRITE (6, 907) 
WRITE (6,907) 
WRITE(6, 907) 
WRITS (6,907) 
WRITE (6, 908) 
IF (PROP. EQ. 1) 
DO 6 1=1 ,N 

6 WRITE(6,909) 
5 WRITE (6,910) 
STIFFNESS MATRIX 
4 IF (N.EQ.1) GO 

DO 7 1=1,N 
DO 7 J=1,N 

7 A (I, J) = 0. 
H(N) = H (N) /G 
DO 10 1=1,N 
J*N-I*1 
J1 * J-1 
A(J,J) * A(J,J) 

N,TIMS,THETA,STEP,DOT, PASS 
(M(I) ,1= 1,N) 
(K1 (I) ,1= 1, N) 
(K2 (I) ,1*1,K) 
(YLDEF (I) ,1*1,N) 
PROP, (ETA (I) ,1*1,N) 

GO TO 5 

(C(I,J) , J*1, N) 
AO,TO,TYPE,ST,FST,TAR 

AND SOLUTION OF EIGENVALUE EQUATIONS 
TO 15 

IF (J, EQ. 1) GO TO 10 
♦ K1(J)/M(J) 

00000010 
00000020 
00000030 
00000040 
00000050 
00000060 
C0000070 
00000080 
0C00C090 
00000100 
00000110 
00000120 
00000130 
00000140 
00000150 
00000160 
00000170 
00000180 
00000190 
00000200 
00000210 
00000220 
00000230 
00000240 
00000250 
00000260 
00000270 
00000280 
00000290 
00000300 
00000310 
00000320 
00000330 
00000340 
00000350 
00000360 
00000370 
00000380 
00000390 
00000400 
00000410 
00000420 
00000430 
00000440 
00000450 
00000460 
00000470 
00000480 
000004 90 
00000500 
00000510 
00000520 
00000530 
00000540 
00000550 
00000560 
00000570 
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H(J1) * H (J 1) /G 00000580 
A (J1,J1) » K1(J) /H(J1) 00000590 
A (J1 , J) - -A(J1,J1) 00000600 
A(3, J 1) » -K 1 (J) /W(J) 000006 10 

10 CONTINUE 00000620 
IF (BOT. LT. 3) GO TO 11 00000630 
«HITS (6,911) 00000640 
DO 13 1=1,H 00000650 

13 «HITS (6,907) (A {I ,J) » J = 1, N) 00000660 
11 CALL SIGHF(A,H,20,1,K,Z,20,VK, 1ER) 00000670 

DO 8 1*1,8 00000680 
P(I) * SQRT (REAL (W (I) ) ) 00000690 
DO 3 J*1,H 00000700 

3 PHI (I, J) = REAL (Z (I, J)) 00000710 
IF (1ER. LE. 128) GO TO 14 00000720 
1ER * I2R-128 00000730 
«RITE (6, 915) IE2 00000740 
GO TO 14 00000750 

15 P (1 ) = SQRT (Kl (1)/H(1)/G) 00000760 
PHI ( 1, 1) = 1.0 00000770 

NORMALIZE EIGENVECTORS 00000780 
14 DO 18 J=1,8 00000790 

PHIN * PHI ( 1. J) 00000800 
DO 18 1=1,N 00000810 

10 PHI(I,J) * PHI(I,J)/PHIN 00000820 
I? (DOT. LT. 3) 30 TO 16 00000830 
«RITE (6, 9 16) (P ( 1} ,1=1,N) 00000840 
DO 17 1*1,8 00000850 

17 K RITE (6, 917) (PHI (1, J) , J* ! ,8) 00000860 
COMPOTE DAHPINC MATRIX CO000870 

16 I? (TYPE.NE.1) GO TO 33 00000380 
XP(N.NE. 1.OR.PR0P.EQ. 1) GO TO 21 00000890 
ETA (1) = C(1,1)/(2*H(1) *P(1)) 00000900 
GO TO 21 00000910 

33 IF (PROP.EQ.0) GO TO 21 000009 20 
DO 35 1*1,8 00000930 
DO 35 J*1,8 000009 40 

35 C (I,J) = 0. 00000950 
DO 30 1*1,8 00000960 
AA*0. 00000970 
DO 31 3=1,N 00000980 

31 AA * AA ♦ M(J) *PHI(J,I)**2 00000990 
AA * 2*ETA (I) *P ( I) /AA 00001000 
DO 32 J= 1, N 0000 10 10 
DO 32 L*1,8 00001020 

32 C(J,L) * C(J,L) ♦ 8(J) *AA*PHI (J,I) *PHI (L,I) *8 (L) 00001030 
30 CONTINUE 000010 40 
21 IF(DOT. LT.3) GO TO 23 00001050 

«RITE (6, 912) (STA(I) ,1*1,8) 00001060 
«RITE (6,918) 00001070 
DO 22 1*1,N 00001C80 

22 «RITE (6,919) (C(I,J) ,J*1,K) 00001090 
INTEGRATION P ARASETERS 00001100 
J*1 000011 10 
DO 25 1*1,8 00001120 

25 IF (P (J) .GT.P(I) ) J*I 00001130 
23 T * 2*PI/P(J) 00001140 

DELT * T/STE? 00001150 
NTOT * TIHE/DELT 00001160 
TDELT * DELT*THETA 00001170 
IF (DOT. GE. 2) «RITE(6,920) T, DELT, N TOT 00001180 
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IF(TYPE.GT.1) GO TO 200 00001190 
flODAL SUPERPOSITION 00001200 

WRITE (6«921) (1,1=1,X) 00001210 
B » 2*PI/TO 00001220 
IFfN.NE. 1.0R.PH0P.EQ. 1) GO TO 100 00001230 
ETA(1) * C(1,1)/<2*H(1)*P<1)> 00001240 

100 DO 101 1*1,N 00001250 
PD(I) * P(I) *SQRT (1-ETA(I) **2) 00001260 
A A=0 , 00001270 
BB=0, 00001280 
DO 102 J*1,H 00001290 
CC * t!(J) *PHI(J, I) 00001300 
AA * AA ♦ CC 00001310 

102 BB * BB ♦ CC*PHI(J,I) 00001320 
COEF(I) * -AA*AO/ (BB*PD(I) ) 00001330 
EW (I) * ETA (I) *P (I) 00001340 
SPC {I) * B ♦ PD (I) 00001350 
BSC (I) * B - PD (I) 00001360 
DEBS (I) » 2*{EW(I)**2 ♦ 8MC(I) **2) 00001370 

101 DENP(I) * 2* (EW(I)**2 * 8PC(I)**2) G0001380 
DO 103 1=1,NTOT 00001390 
DO 105 L= 1,N 00001400 

105 I (L) - 0. 00001410 
TI * DELT*I 00001420 
DO 104 J=1,H 00001430 
SBSC = SIB {BMC {J ) *TI) 00001440 
SBPC » SIB(BPC( J)*TI) 00001450 
CB8C = COS(BdC(J)*TI) 00001460 
CBPC * COS(BPC{3) *TI) 00001470 
SCT * SIH( PD(J) *TI) 00001480 
CCT = COS( PD (J ) *TI) 00001490 
ESAT = EXP(-EM( J) *TI| 00001500 
I * SCT/DSÜM (J) * { (ES (J)*S BMC - SHC{J)*CESC) ♦ EM AT *EtlC ( J) | 00001510 
I * SCT/DENP(J) * ( {EW {J) *SBPC - BPC(J)*C3PC) ♦ 5MAr*BPC(J)) ♦ Y 00001520 
T =-CCT/DEBM(J) * ( (EK f J) *CBI1C * BSC<J)*SBMC) - ES AT* EW(J)) ♦ Y 00001530 
I * CCT/DENP (J) * ( (EW (J) *CBPC ♦ 8PC(J)*SBPC) - EM AT* EW ( J) > ♦ Y 00001540 
T = I*COEF (J) 00001550 
DO 104 L=1,B 00001560 

104 X (L) = X(L) * PMI (L, J) *Y 00001570 
IF (I.EQ. I/TAR*TA R) WRITE (6,922) TI, (X (Î.) ,L*1 ,M) 00001580 

103 CONTINUE 00001590 
GO TO 1 00001600 

200 DO 210 1=1,N 00001610 
X(I) = 0. 00001620 
XX (I) - 0. 00001630 
SX (I) = 0. 00001640 
SV(I) = 0,0 00001650 
SX2 (I) = 0. 00001660 
SXX(I) * 0, 00001670 
PO(I) = 0. 00001680 
SCX = 0. 00001690 
sew = 0. 0000 1700 
UMAX (I) = YLDEF(I) 00001710 
YLD(I) = 0 00001720 
DO 210 J= 1,N 00001730 

210 CH(I,J) = 0. 00001740 
SA * 0. 00001750 
HASS * 0 00001760 
DO 211 1=1,B 00001770 
CS (I, I) = 6,/TDELT**2*M(I) 00001780 
DO 211 J*1,N 00001790 
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CH (X , J) * CM(I,J) ♦ 3./TDELP*C(I,J) 
KH(I,J) * CH(I,J) 

211 CONTINUE 
NINT * 0 
IF (TYPE* EQ. 3) GO TO 273 

270 WRITE(6,923) 
WRITE (6, 928) (1, 1*1,N) 
GO TO 279 

273 CALL GGNP9 (DSEED,50,R) 
MINT = 1 
DO 276 1*1,N 
F(I) * 0. 
PF(I) * 0. 

276 XX(I) * AO*R(1) 
WRITE(6, 926) 

274 WRITE(6,927) 
IF (DOT* EQ. 4) WRITE (6, 928) (1,1*1,1) 

279 00 1000 11*1,NTOT 
TI * DELT*II 

Z FORCES AX BEGINNING AND END OF INTERVAL 
NINT * NINT *1 
IF(TIPE. EQ. 2) GO TO 280 
IF (NOT. LT. 50) GO TO 284 
CALL GGNPH(DSEED,50,R) 
NINT * 1 
GO TO 234 

280 DO 285 1*1,N 
PF(I) * -H (I)*Aû*5IN(2*PI/TO*(TI-DELT) ) 

285 F(I) = -H(I)*A0*SIN (2*PI/T0*(TI-DELT*ÏDELT) ) 
284 CONTINUE 

C CREATE STIFFNESS MATRIX 
0(1) = X{1) 
IF (N. EQ. 1) GO TO 251 
DO 250 1*2, N 

250 U(I) * X*(I) - X(I-1) 
251 K3 (N, N) * 0. 

00 201 1*1,N 
J*N-I*1 
T A (J) * UN 
J1 * J-1 
IF (0 (J). GT.PU (J) ) GO TO 202 
IF(U(J).GT.UMAX(J)-2*ÏLDEF(J) ) GO TO 203 
TK * K2(J) 
YA(J) * IYY 
UMAX (J) * 2*YLDEF(J) ♦ U (J) 
GO TO 20 4 

202 IF (U (J) .LT. UMAX (J)) GO TO 203 
TK * K2(J) 
YA(J) * IYY 
U H Al (J) * U (J) 
GO TO 204 

203 TK * K1 (J) 
204 K H (J, J) * KH(J,J) ♦ TK 

IF(J.EQ. 1) GO TO 201 
KH(J 1,J 1) * TK 
KH (J 1, J) * -TK 
KH(J,J1) * -TK 

201 CONTINUE 
DO 215 1*1,N 
11*1-1 
12*1*1 

00001800 
00001810 
000018 20 
00001830 
00001840 
00001850 
00001860 
00001870 
00001880 
00001890 
00001900 
00001910 
00001920 
00001930 
000019 40 
00001950 
00001960 
00001970 
00001980 
00001990 
00002000 
00002010 
00002020 
00002030 
00002040 
00002050 
00002060 
00002070 
00002080 
00002090 
00002100 
00002110 
00002120 
00002130 
00002140 
00002150 
00002160 
00002170 
00002180 
00002190 
00002200 
00002210 
00002220 
00002230 
00002240 
00002250 
00002260 
00002270 
00002280 
00002290 
00002300 
00002310 
00002320 
00002330 
000023 40 
00002350 
00002360 
00002370 
00002380 
00002390 
00002400 



IF(I. EQ» 1) 11*1 
IF (I. EQ. N) 12*» 
DO 215 J=I1,I2 

215 KH(I,J) * KH(I,J) ♦ CS(I,J) 
CALCULATE ACCELERATIONS AT BEGINNING OP INTERVAL 
CALCULATE STIFFNESS FORCES 

FFP * 0. 
DO 205 1*1,N 
IF (TA (I) .EQ.IYN) GO TO 206 
FF * K2 (I)* {UMAX (I) -ÏLDEF (I) ) ♦SIGN(K 1 (I) *YLDEP(I) , U ( I)-PU(I) ) 
GO TO 207 

206 FF = K1(I)*(U(I| - (UMAX (I) -ÏLDEF (I) ) * (1 - K2 (I)/K1 (IJ ) ) 
207 IF(I.NS.1) XXX(I-1) * -FF+FFP 
205 FFP * FF 

XXX(N) * FF 
ADD INERTIAL AND DAMPING FORCES 

DO 208 1*1,N 
FD = 0. 
DO 209 J*1,N 

209 FD = FD ♦ C(I,J) *XX(J) 
208 XXX(I) = (PF(X) - FD - XXX(I))/H(I) 

CREATE EFFECTIVE LOAD VECTOR 
DO 221 I* 1, N 
TR « 0, 
DO 222 J * 1,N 

222 TR * TR ♦ C(I,J) * (3*XX(J) ♦ TD£LT*XXX(J)/2.) 
221 PHAT(1,1) = F (I) - PF (I) ♦ H(I)*(6. /TDELT*XX(II +3.*XXX (I)) ♦ TR 

SOLVE FOR NEW VALUES 
IF (N. NE. 1) GO TO 224 
DXH ( 1 ) * PHAT{1, 1)/KH<1,1) 
GO TO 225 

224 CALL LEQT1F(KH, 1,N,20,PHAT,0,UK,1ER) 
225 DO 213 1*1,N 

PU (I) * 0(1) 
DXXX(I) = <6.*DXH (l)/TDELT**2-6./TDELT*XX (1) -3. *XXX(I) ) /THETA 
DXX (1) * XXX (I) *DELT ♦ DXXX(I) *DELT/2. 
X(I) *X{I) ♦ XX (I) *DELT *XXX (I) *DELT**2/2. ♦•DXXX '1) + DEI.T** 2/6. 

213 XI (I) * XX (I) ♦ DXX (X) 
IF (DOT, EQ. 4) 8RI TE(6, 924) TI, (X(I) , YAJI) ,1*1 ,N) 
IF(TYPE. NE,3.OR.II.NS.II/ST*SI) GO 10 290 
IF(NINT. GT.ST) HINT = NINT-STM i 
HALF * A0*R(NINT)/2. 
DO 287 1*1,N 

287 XX(I) * XX(I) f HALF 
290 IF(PASS. EQ. 0) GO TO 300 

DO 310 1=1,N 
IF (IA (I) .EQ.IYN) GO TO 310 
IF(YLD(I) . EQ* 1) GOTO 310 
NASS * NASS ♦ 1 
YLD(I) * 1 

310 CONTINUE 
IF (NASS. EQ. N) GO TO 1 

CALCULATE TIME AVERAGES 
300 IF (TXPE.GT.2J GO TO 301 

IF(II.NE.II/TAR* TAR) GO TO 1300 
WRITE (6, 924) TI, (X(I) ,YA(I) ,1*1,N) 
GO TO 1000 

301 IF(II.LE.FST) GO TO 306 
CX * 1.0 
CV * 1.0 
DO 302 1*1,N 

00002410 
00002420 
00002430 
00002440 
00002450 
00002460 
00002470 
00002480 
00002490 
00002500 
00002510 
00002520 
00002530 
00002540 
00002550 
00002560 
00002570 
00002580 
00002590 
00002600 
000026 10 
00002620 
00002630 
00002640 
00002650 
00002660 
00002670 
00002680 
00002690 
00002700 
00002710 
00002720 
00002730 
000027 40 
00002750 
00002760 
00002770 
00002730 
00002790 
00002800 
00002810 
00002020 
00002830 
00002840 
00002850 
00002860 
00002870 
00002880 
00002890 
00002900 
00002910 
00002920 
00002930 
000029 40 
00002950 
00002960 
00002970 
00002980 
00002990 
00003000 
09003010 
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302 

303 

306 

307 
1000 

9399 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 

1 
906 
9Q7 
908 
909 
910 
911 
912 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 

CX * CX*X(I) 0000302C 
CV * CY*XX(I) 00003030 
SX (I) * SX(I) ♦ X(I) 00003040 
SV{I) = SY{I) ♦ XX{I) 00003050 
SX2{I) * SX2{I) ♦ X{I) **2 00003060 
SXX{I) * SXX{I) * XX (I) **2 00003070 
sex * s CX ♦ CX C00030 SO 
sev * s CV «• CV 00003090 
IF{II.NE.II/TAfl*T AR) GO TO 306 00003100 
IF*II-FS T 00001110 
DO 303 1-1, N 00003120 
TAX(I) - SX (I)/I F C0003130 
TAV(I) = SV (I) /IF 00003140 
TAX2 (I) * SX2 (I) /IF 00003150 
TAXX (I) * SXX (I) /IF 00003160 
TACX * SCX/IF 00003170 
TACV * SCV/IF 00003180 
WRITE(6, 931) ri,TACX,TaeV,{I,TAX2(I) ,TAXX{I) ,TAX(H ,TAV{I) ,1=1,N) 00003190 
IP (TYPE* HE. 3. OR, II, ME. II/3T*ST) GOTO 1000 00003200 
DO 307 1*1,N 00003210 
XX (I) * XX (I) + HALF 00003220 
CONTINUE 00003230 
GO TO 1 00003240 
SIOP 00003250 
F0RMAT(I4,F8.3,P5.2,I4,2I2) 00003260 
FORMAT (10F8.3) 00003270 
FORMAT{I4,20F10.5) 0000328C 
FORM AT( 10F8. 5) 00003290 
FORKAT(2F10.4,4I4) 00003300 
FORM AT(1 H1,9X, 1H1.9X, 1H2,9X, 1 El3,9X, 1H4 ,9X,1 H5,9X,1HS ,91, 1H7 ,9X, 1 H8000033 10 

6 /1X,8(10H1234567390) ) 00003320 
FORMAT(1H ,14,F8.3,F5.2.14,212) 00003330 
FORMAT! 1U , 10.F8. 3) 00003340 
FORMATOH ,14,20 F10,5) . 00003350 
FORMAT! 1H , 10F8, 5) 00003360 
PORMATOH ,2F10. 4,414) . 00003370 
FOSMATÎ1H1, ' M INVERSE K MATRIX*//} 00003380 
FORMAT!* DAMPING RATIOS *//23F8.4). * 00003390 
FORM AT('0ERR0R IN *,I3,* EIGENVALUE*) 00003400 
FORMAT(1HQ/* CIRCULAR NATURAL FREQUENCIES AND MODS S3APESV20F8. 3) 000034 10 
PORMAT(1H0/20F8.3) 0C003420 
PORMAT!' DAMPING MATRIX*//) 00003430 
FORMAT!1H ,20F8.4) 00003440 
FOBS AT{• 11NTEGRAT ION PARAMETERS*//* PERIOD OF FUNDAMENTAL MODE =',00003450 

S F9.4, • SECS*//' TIME INCREMENT * *,F9.4,* SECS*//’ IOTAL NUH3ES0000346C 
$ OF INTEGRATION STEPS =*,I5) 00003470 

921 FORMAT!' 1MODAL SUPERPOSITION'/• TIME ! SECS) •,20(5X,•X{*,12, •) •{) 00003480 
922 FORMAT!1H ,F7.2,4X,20F10.3) 00003490 
923 FORMAT^ HI, 'WILSON THETA METHOD - HARMONIC EXCITATION*/) 00003500 
924 PORN AT(1 H ,F7,2,4X,2G{F10.3,A 1) ) 00003510 
926 P0RMAT(1U1, 'WILSON THETA METHOD - PULSE TYPE EXCITATION*) 00003520 
927 FORM AT (• OTIME(S) ' ,5X, *E {XX.) • ,5X,'E !VV.) • ,2X, • LEVEL’ , 3X , *E(X**2) *, 000035 30 

S 4X,'£(V**2) *,4X,*E(X) *,4X,'E{V) •/) 00003540 
928 FORMAT!* OTIME(SECS)*,20(6X , * I(*,12,') *) ) 00003550 
931 FORMAT{1 HO,F7.2, 1X,F10.2,IX,F10.2,3X,12,2X,F10.2,1X,F10.2,31, 0000356C 

$ F5.2,3X,PS.2,/19{33X,I2,2X,F10. 2,1X,F10.2,3X,F5. 2,3X,F5. 2/)) 00003570 
END 00003S80 
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APPENDIX III 

Response of Linear Systems to Harmonic Ground Acceleration 

Differential equation of system (fig. 2) 

MX + CX + KX = P(t) 

Displacement vector in terms of modal coordinates: 

X ( t) = <j> Y + <j> Y + ... + <(> Y 
11 22 n n 

th 
where <j>^ = i mode shape vector. 

Differential equation in generalized coordinates: 

Ÿ + 2£ w Ÿ + ai^Y = — 6 (t) 
n n n n n n - n 

mn 

where : 

m = 6 Mcb 
n Yn Tn 

Pn(t) - <f>n P(t) 

Duhamel integral solution: 

Y„(t) = ( Pn
(T 

m Jn n Dn '0 

“Çn“n(t"T) . 
) e sinœDn(t-x) dr 

Forcing function: 

. 2 TT 
Ground acceleration = AQsin( =r— t) 

1 o 
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Pn(t) - - *n M {1} Aosin(|^t) 

Substitute: 

a ' 5n“n ! b = 
2TT 

T. 
c = w 

Dn 

Yn(t) - 

- *n M{l}Ao e 

d> M <t> w_ Tn Dn 

-Eut 
n n 

j si in(bx)eaT{sin(ct)cos(cx) 

- cos(ct)sin(cx)}dx 

Yn(t) 

- 4>n M{ 1}A0 

mn c 

sin(ct) 
2E 

cos(ct) 
2D 

cos(ct) 
2E 

^i^^^-{asin(b-c)t - (b-c)cos(b-c)t 

+ (b-c)e”at} 

{asin(b+c)t - (b+c)cos(b+c)t + (b+c)e at} 

{(b-c)sin(b-c)t + acos(b-c)t - a e } 

{(b+c)sin(b+c)t + acos(b+c)t - a e at}> 

where: D =   
a2 + (b-c)2 

a2 + (b+c)2 



APPENDIX IV 

Modified Linear Model Calculation Procedure 

Given: m1# m2, kt, k2, Ç (both modes), a (second Slope), 

and So(excitation) 

Calculate initial properties: w , w2, (J> , <J>2 

Calculate c2 from C matrix: 
çi+ci 

• c. 

"■ C ' 

c2+Ci 

Assume value for Y/a. 

Calculate: kg = k^{l - (1-a)*exp{-%(Y/a)
2>} 

k 1 
ç = cx 1 + -— r— J- (1-a)/a (Y/a) erfc 
e /2TT e -O /2a 

Calculate new system properties: w , w , <J> , <{) , C matrix, 
12 12 

T 
T matrix: I* = <j> {C}é 

inn in n 

Calculate generalized power spectral density matrix: 

5mn<“> - S„*IM{1>{1) M *n = S„ H 

Calculate T by following iteration procedure: 

* 
1. Assume I\ = 

2. Calculate = 

* 
r. x 

2w^nL 



3. Calculate E{Y^Yj} (See Appendix V) 

4. Calculate 
* 

ri - 

; rii EtYiV 
E{Y2 } 

5. Repeat from (2) until convergence 

Calculate : 

E{YiYj} 
4TT S.. (^+5^) 

(w?-w?)2+ 4UjWj ^i0Ji+^j ) (Siwj + Sjwi) 

Finally: 

E{X i} 

E{Xz} 

E{(X2“Xi)2 } 

2 2 

E{YX} + 2E{YiY 2} + E{Y2} 

2 2 

oc2E{ Yi} + 2a$E{Yj Y2 } + 32E{Y2} 

2 2 

E{X!} + E{X2} - 2E{XiX2} 



APPENDIX V 

Derivation of E{Y^Yj> 

Impulse response function for mode i: 

hi(t) 52 ^(sin Pifc)e 
-e .a). t 

i 

where : 

pt = wi* (1-Çi) 

Autocorrelation function: 

t 
(j) y (t,s) = 2ir S.. [ h.(t-x) h. (S-T) dr 
xixj 13 'o 1 -1 

Substitute T = t - x and dT = -dx: 

$YtY,(hfS) = 2ïïS . . 
-CjUj t.-t) 

ID PiPj 
âT 

e sin p^T 

where 

•(sin pjT cos b + cos p^T sin b) dT 

a = + Sjuj) and b = Pj(s-t) 

Evaluating integral and taking t-»-» with (s-t)=x leads to 

1 ”^iwiT 

R y (x) = 2ir S. . ——- e (Acos p.x + Bsm p.x) 
i j J pi^j J J 
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where : 

A 
 a . _  a  

2(a2 + [çi + Pj)2) 2(a2 + (p± - Pj)
2) 

B 
Pi - P, 

2(a2 + (Pi - Pj)2) 2 (a2 

p. + p. 
yD 

+ (Pi + Pj)2) 

R
Y.Y^

t) = 
l -Ç4W.T 

- 2irS_.r  {-Ç.u.e J J (sin p.x(-Ap. - Ç.10.B) 
ID PiPj ' "D D D 3 

+ COS PjT(-AÇjü)j + Bp j ) 

-Ç.W.X 
+ e J J ( sin PjX (A^jWjPj - Bpj ) —cos PjX(Ap.. + ÇjWjP. 

R
Y.Ÿ.(0) = E{YiYj> = 

"l 2 
- 2ITS. .   (”Ap. - S.w.p.B 

ID PtPj *D D D*D 

- £ .ü) . (Bp. - Ç .w .A) ) 
D D *D D D ' 

1 
PiPj 

5j«j) + 2B(€jWjpj) ) 

) 

JB) ) } 



This expression is equivalent to the form 



APPENDIX VI 

Solution of Equations 4-1. 

For convenience equations ; 4-1 are written: 

Aj — + B2 (VI-1) 

A2 = B 3 B1 + B<t B2 (VI-2) 

A3 2=5 BsBj + B6B2 (VI-3) 

A* = BXB
23 + B2B$ (VI-4) 

A5 = B x B3 B 5 + B2Bi^Bg (VI-5) 

A$ 558 Bj B5B3 + B2B$B
2 (VI-6) 

assuming the relations: 

* ax xi 
BI = E{ A2 } 

A2 = E{XXX2} B2 = E{B2} 

A3 
2 = a* V B3 = a X1 
2 (VI-7) 

A4 = a x2 
B4 = 3 

As - E{XXX2} Bs = Ui 

A6 
2 

= a. x 2 
Bs 

2 
- u>2 

Before proceeding, it is necessary to make an obser- 

vation. As the equations are written, there are two solu- 

tions. Given one solution set {Bx,B2,...,B6}, the equations 

will also be satisfied if the corresponding modal properties 

are reversed (switching Bx with B2 , B3 with Bi,, and B5 with 

B6). This duality of solutions will become evident in the 

course of this derivation. 

Consider first equations VI-1, VI-2 and VI-4. By 
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assuming Bx known, solutions can be found for B2 , B3 and B4. 

B 2 = Aj — B x 

A2 — B 3 B1 
Bu = B, 

(VI-8) 

(VI-9) 

A4 = B3BX + 
A2 — B3BJ 

B, B, (VI-10) 

A4B2 = B3 ( BXB2 + Bx ) - 2B3(A2BX) + A2 (VI-11) 

B3(AXBJ) - 2B3(A2BI) + A2 - A4B2 * 0 (VI-12) 

B, = — 3 Ax i Ax j 

2
 A2 - A4B2 

A,B (VI-13) 

Simplifying and plugging back into equation VI-9 leads to: 

h 

B3 = -- ± 
A2 

A 

V2 _ 

ÏÎ + 

fB21 h Ax A4 - 
-2% 
A2 

kJ • 

- 

h Ax A4 - 

kJ . A? 4 

(VI-14) 

(VI-15) 

At this point the duality of solutions can be seen. 

Reversing the values for Bx and B2 reverses the values for 

B3 and B4 in equations 14 and 15 above. Thus it is only 

necessary to consider one set of signs in the solution-the 

upper set being used throughout the rest of this derivation. 
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Using the substitutions: 

Cx = BjBs 

C2 = Bj Bg 

equations VI-3, VI-5 and VI-6 are written: 

(VI-16) 

A3 = Cj + C2 

As = CJBJ + C2Bk (VI-17) 

A6 = CxB* + C2BJ 

These are of the same form as the equations previously 

solved, thus leading to: 

B3 

'c2' 
1% A3A6 - As' U « 2 A3 J 

B4 [Cll 
h rA3A6 - A5' 

C2 k * 
2 

. A3 

(VI-18) 

(VI-19) 

Again using the upper signs, equating VI-18 with VI-14 

and VI-19 with VI-15 and performing algebraic manipulation 

leads to: 

a*x + b»y = c (VI-20) 

a/x 

Ü
 1 II 

>
i 
\
 1 (VI-21) 

A2 A5 

AJ A3 

where 

a 
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z 
b 

A3 A6 — 
z 

A3 

C 2 
Ai Ai 

A? 

z 
Az 

y2 = B6/B5 

x2 - BX/B2 

(VI-22) 

The solution to equations VI-20 and VI-21 is found to 

be : 

± c
2 - a2 - b2 + {(a

2 + b2 - c2 ) + 4a2c2}' 

2ac 2ac 

(VI-23) 

Y = 
+ a" + b2 - {(a2 + b2 + c2 ) - 4b2c2}' 

2 be 2 be 
(VI-2 4) 

It can be shown that the choice of signs is again 

irrelevant as it leads to the dual solution previously 

discussed. The final solutions can now be found as follows: 

x2 
B: 

B7 
(VI-25) 

Ax = Bx + B2 * B2(l + x2) (VI-26) 
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B2 = 
Ai 

1 + x' 
(VI-27) 

B i = 
AiX" 

1 + x' 
(VI-2 8) 

y2 = B 6/B s 

A3 = B5B1 + B6B2 — Bs(Bi + y B2) 

(VI-29) 

(VI-30) 

A3 1 + X5 

B 5 s 

B1 + y*B2 Ai x2 + y2 

(VI-31) 

2 \ „2 A3 (1 + xz)y 
B6 = T- 

Al x2 + y2 

(VI-32) 

A2 1 (AXA% - h\)h 

B 3 = — + — 
Ai X Ai 

(VI-33) 

A2 

BI* = — — 

Ai 

2 k 
(AiA4 - A2)

2 

Ai 
X* (VI-34) 


